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E-LINE BY DIRAK helps organizations comply with HIPAA regulations
Protects health information from loss or misuse at the telecomm enclosure level

STERLING, VA – DIRAK, industry leader in datacenter cabinet security systems,
has recently launched its re-designed and enhanced E-LINE by DIRAK product
line to help healthcare organizations comply with HIPAA regulations (Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act). E-LINE by DIRAK is a mechatronic
security system designed to protect confidential electronic patient records
housed in telecommunications enclosures within centralized datacenters,
datacenters distributed geographically or stand-alone cabinets.
E-LINE by DIRAK products consist of three types of mechatronic locks and a
software management system, Administration Suite Software, that controls and
monitors access. Because E-LINE by DIRAK protects confidential patient data at
the enclosure level, an authorized administrator can control who has access to
individual enclosures, can grant or restrict access, can monitor when individuals
are allowed access and can create an audit trail for HIPAA traceability
requirements. In addition, E-LINE by DIRAK Administration Suite Software
features:

•

The ability to log all events for complete audit control and security
investigations

•

Wide range of options (time, days, organizations, etc.) to control access to
each enclosure

•

Comprehensive alarm management system with the ability to forward
alarm messages to e-mail addresses

•

The ability to manage systems in different times zones

•

Four-Eyes capability; a security feature which requires that two authorized
personnel be present to access the electronic health records inside the
enclosure.

Healthcare organizations can easily protect, monitor and document all activity
pertaining to electronic patient health records with E-LINE by DIRAK’s software
management system or they can integrate an E-LINE by DIRAK mechatronic lock
into their own existing management system.
To comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),
health-care providers, health plans, and payment clearinghouses are required to
protect electronic health information. The HIPAA Privacy Rule is the first of its
kind to create national standards to protect individual medical records and other
personal health information. Safeguards are required and there are boundaries
for the use and release of health information. Non- compliance results in
violators being held accountable, which can include civil and criminal penalties.
The E-LINE by DIRAK system offers numerous benefits to those individuals and
organizations required to comply with HIPAA regulations.

About E-LINE by DIRAK
E-LINE by DIRAK is DIRAK’s mechatronic security system, designed to provide
a high level of security at the rack or enclosure level for indoor and outdoor
applications. E-LINE by DIRAK controls access to individual racks and
enclosures, monitors when individuals have access and provides an audit trail.
The E-LINE by DIRAK system consists of three product groups plus security
management software. To learn more about E-LINE by DIRAK, please visit
www.elinebydirak.com or call 703-378-7637.
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